
In the thesis "Hirohito - the Fall of the Divine Myth" an analysis of Emperor Hirohito's
New Year's Rescript is presented. The Rescript was made public on January l st 1946 and ended
the myth of Emperor Hirohito's divinity.
This event goes back to the postwar period in Japanese history when occupation
authorities were in charge of democratization reforms. Unlike their process and consequences,
the New Year's Rescript goes unnoticed by many although it also contributed to the rebirth
of Japan into a modem state. The purpose of this thesis is to present facts leading to the birth
of the political myth of the divine character of the Emperor and its usage in the wartime period
as well as details conceming the making of the Rescript, comments from Japanese and foreign
public and its influence on postwar democratization development in Japan.
The story of the divine character of the Japanese Emperor dates back to ancient times.
It was created out of necessity to "prove" the antiquity of Japan and her ruler when compared
to Chinese culture. In the course of time the story became a powerful political myth used
to consolidate the nation in the time of cultural and power encounter with Western countries
aťter the Meiji Revolution and mainly as a means of explanation and justification for the
expansionary policy set forth by mil i tary leaders in the period of WWII.
After Japan's deťeat in WWII occupation authorities began to focus on the issue
oť Emperor Hirohito's divinity. Although the interpretation of Hirohito's divine character diťfered
in Japanese society and in Western society- the Japanese perceived him as the descendant of the
divine creators oť Japan, not as an omnipotent and omniscient God known in Christian
monotheistic doctrine - Western countries ťeared this concept and regarded it an obstacle
on the way to full democracy in Japanese society.


